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Introduction

Remember the “Three Days of the Condor”  American action thriller film by Sydney Pollack 
from 1975?
Turner,  CIA employee (Robert Redford) operates in a top secret office in New York City. The 
team he works with  read tons of books, magazines,  newspapers, analyzing the plots of 
mystery and spy novels, looking for hidden meanings and new ideas, from all around the 
world. The action starts when they find low-quality thriller novel with strange plot elements 
and the unusual assortment of languages into which the book has been translated...
This is what this project is all about and one day NubFinder alone will do the work of the 
whole Condor team! 
Joking aside - NubFinder is a first step to Social Media Marketing Management Service 
(SMMMS).
In short the main ideas of SMMMS are: 
- A new WEB service that allows to monitor discussion of brands in social networks (SN), 
where brands may be any objects of interest -  goods, other services, prominent people, etc. 
- Detecting discussion trends of the given object in specified time interval. Trend may reflect 
degradation or increase of interest in the given object, changing moods about this object from 
positive to neutral to negative and in reverse, etc.  User of such a service may sign up to 
register a monitor to watch, for example, iPhone discussion trends.  
- Service sends notification events to the user when registered monitor detects changes in 
discussion trends. For example, iPhone trend monitor may detect growing dissatisfaction with 
its camera. User will be notified of this event by e-mail, sms, etc. 
- With this service a user may register some marketing action, such as sending to SN positive 
or negative comments on brand associated with trade monitor events. Service may send 
brand comments in automated mode based on comment templates, or as a set of tasks to 
human bloggers  behind the CRM.  
 
To achieve the summarized above ambitious goals of SMMMS,  NubFinder starts with a more 
'simple' task  - classification of emotions in text in general and in Twitter messages in 
particular. Needless to say that “understanding” emotions in text is a main problem to solve 
before going into mood trend  monitoring.
Emotions play very important role in every aspect of human life and  also become more and 
more important in Computer Mediated Communication (CMC)[1].  Today there is an 
increasing interest in understanding emotions that text conveys in all possible forms of media 
and context: stories, e-mails, blogs, instant messages, etc.  A lot of research is being done on 
emotion recognition all around the world.



The novelty of NubFinder is that it applies emotion recognition technology to social networks 
using Twitter as a touchstone. NubFinder collects Twitter messages that mention  some 
named entity specified by a user.  Any object with a distinguished name can be a named 
entity. Examples of named entities are: persons ( Muammar Gaddafi, Barack Obama, etc.), 
products (Asus Transformer, Android Tablet, Apple iPad, etc.), company names (Grid 
Dynamics), etc.  
Collected messages  are classified by NubFinder according to their content into seven 
emotional categories: joy, shame, sadness, guilt, fear, disgust and anger.

Problem Definition and Preliminary Results

Existing today approaches to Human Emotion Recognition (HER) in text may be grouped  into 
three main categories: keyword spotting, statistical NLP[1], and ontology based recognition 
methods. Quite often there exist no distinct boundaries between these groups and one can 
find hybrid systems combining, for example  statistical NLP, and ontology based recognition 
in one framework.  All these methods have their pros and cons and though there is no a 
perfect solution of the HER problem in general, a number of successful domain-specific 
systems is growing.
To classify texts according to emotional context NubFinder uses Vector Space Model (VSM)
[2] . In this model every text is presented as a vector where each component corresponds  to 
a separate term. If some term occurs in the document (twit) then corresponding  vector 
component has a non-zero value.  Let's say we have N distinct terms in our lexicon. Then, 
lexicon, l , is represented as a set of ordered terms, and more formally, it is defined as: 
l = {t(1) , t(2) , t(3) ,..., t(N) } 
For an arbitrary document  in this lexicon we can define a document vector: 
 d(i) = [w(1,i) , w(2,i) ,..., w(N,i) ]
where w(k,i) represents the weight of kth term in document i. 
To compute word term weights NubFinder use TFIDF[3] method. For each term(i), and each 
twit message(j), we compute the product of the term frequency (TF) and the inverse message 
frequency (IDF). First, for each word and each message, we determine the number of 
occurrences of word(i) in message(j), denoted n(i,j). Also, for each word(i), we determine the 
number of messages that contain it, denoted m(i). In addition, we count the total number of all 
messages, denoted M.  Next we compute TF, IDF, and the overall TF-IDF product for each 
word(i) in each message(j) as follows: 

TF(i,j) = n(i,j) / Σ(k) n(k,j )
IDF(i) = log (M / (m(i) + 1)) 
TF-IDF(i,j) = TF(i,j) · IDF(i) 

Now instead of numerous twit messages we have numerous vectors. To make sense out of 
these NubFinder needs to know which vectors belong to one class and which belong to other 
ones. Remember, we have seven emotional classes (joy, shame, sadness, guilt, fear, disgust 
and anger).  At this moment NubFinder needs to be trained first, before it can start classify 



new twits. To train NubFinder we use Supervised Learning [4] approach. In our case 
supervised learning is used to build model vectors from already classified data set. 
As already mentioned before, in todays world a lot of research is being done in emotion 
recognition in text, and fortunate for us there already exist classified texts that we can use to 
train NubFinder. One such resource is International Survey On Emotion Antecedents And 
Reactions (ISEAR)[5].  In this project “Student respondents, both psychologists and non-
psychologists, were asked to report situations in which they had experienced all of 7 major 
emotions (joy, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, shame, and guilt). In each case, the questions 
covered the way they had appraised the situation and how they reacted. The final data set 
thus contained reports on seven emotions each by close to 3000 respondents in 37 countries 
on all 5 continents.” 
To get a feeling of ISEAR data set here are a few text examples:

("joy","During the period of falling in love, each time that we met and especially when we had 
not met for a long time."),
("fear","When I was involved in a traffic accident."),
("anger","When I was driving home after  several days of hard work, there was a motorist 
ahead of me who was driving at 50 km/hour and refused, despite his low speeed to let me 
overtake."),
("sadness","When I lost the person who meant the most to me. "),
("shame","When I did not speak the truth."),
("guilt","When I caused problems for somebody because he could not keep the appointed 
time and this led to various consequences.")
("disgust","At a gathering I found myself involuntarily sitting next to two people who expressed 
opinions that I considered very low and discriminating.")

In ISEAR training set and other similar sets each emotion class, M(j), is represented by a set 
of documents:
M(j)={d(1),d(2),...,d(k)} 
All in all ISEAR data set has around 7500 texts that NubFinder was trained on.
For every emotion class we create a model vector by taking the mean of all d(j) vectors in the 
class. Thus mean vector E(j): 
E(j) = Σ d(j) / N(j)
where N(j) is a number of documents in M (j) set.
Thus we compute model vectors for each emotion class. As a result NubFinder classifier is 
represented with a set of model vectors:
D={E1,E2,...,Es} 
where s represents the number of distinct emotional classes to be recognized. 
Now we can encode twits to vectors and classify them against this model. To find out how 
close in vector space is a twit vector to all model vectors we use cosine similarity [6] metric. 
We measure the cosine of the angle between two vectors to find out their similarity. Thus 
cosine similarity between two vectors a and b is computed as:



Σ a(i)*b(i) * Σ a(i)*b(i) / [Σ a(i)*a(i) * Σ b(i)*b(i)]
In case of vector having term frequencies (or weights) as their components, similarity ranges 
from 1 meaning exactly the same to 0 for completely dissimilar vectors.  Calculating cosine for 
angles between our twit vector  and all model vectors we determine the class of our twit.  
Now, before plunging headlong in real-world classification[7] it makes a lot of sense to 
estimate the classification quality of newly trained classifier. A lot of things can go wrong and 
classification can produce poor results because of numerous factors including:

– Bad preprocessing – errors in text tokenization, wrong selection of stop words, 
stemming errors. 

– Bad training set – a training set without a clear separation between instances of 
different classes. Many ambiguous instances that can belong to several classes at 
once.

– Training set is to small - not representative for classification with selected classes.

In systems of this kind classification quality is determined by running classifier on the same 
set it was trained on. Quality of classifier can be estimated then by percent of correct 
classifications and percent of classification errors. The first NubFinder incarnation trained on 
ISEAR data set produced the following results:

Kind: shame cnt: 1072.0 correct: 63.33955223880597% error: 36.66044776119403%
Kind: sadness cnt: 1083.0 correct: 64.1735918744229% error: 35.8264081255771%
Kind: joy cnt: 1091.0 correct: 79.19340054995418% error: 20.80659945004583%
Kind: guilt cnt: 1075.0 correct: 65.67441860465117% error: 34.325581395348834%
Kind: fear cnt: 1090.0 correct: 73.11926605504587% error: 26.880733944954127%
Kind: disgust cnt: 1080.0 correct: 71.85185185185186% error: 28.14814814814815%
Kind: anger cnt: 1088.0 correct: 66.26838235294117% error: 33.731617647058826%

From this table follows that percent of correct classifications depends on the document class 
and varies from 63% to 80%. The best quality 80% is achieved in 'joy' class which is not so 
bad a result for classifier of this type.
In the “wild” NubFinder classifies well enough literally twits and quite bad all other ones. 
Which is not surprising taking into consideration specifics of ISEAR data set that NubFinder 
was trained on. For example:

==Twitt: Work computer browser is ruining my Pandora. I didn't bring my ipod @ my phone 
coverage is intermittent at best in this office. I hate life.
==Kind: anger
==Weights: [("anger",3.3238332e-3),("disgust",2.3287295e-3),("joy",2.008675e-3),
("guilt",1.9357589e-3),("sadness",1.8891142e-3),("shame",1.0572238e-3),("fear",7.475875e-
4)]

==Twitt: #everygirl wants to know how true love really is ♥
==Kind: joy
==Weights: [("joy",2.9695118e-3),("sadness",1.0562462e-3),("guilt",4.4195578e-4),



("shame",2.5639022e-4),("anger",1.6385634e-4),("disgust",7.497078e-5),("fear",7.204027e-
5)]

==Twitt: RT @mikiemau5: #everygirl wants to be loved blablablabla... no. She wants to eat a 
lot without getting fat and tons of cash.
==Kind: disgust
==Weights: [("disgust",4.29517e-3),("anger",3.5830888e-3),("sadness",2.6933698e-3),
("shame",2.2538542e-3),("joy",2.218205e-3),("fear",1.8727988e-3),("guilt",1.5356203e-3)]

==Twitt: RT @ms_zaynab: #everygirl must know how to cook.
==Kind: neutral
==Weights: [("guilt",2.2575086e-4),("disgust",5.9756345e-5),("anger",5.640433e-5),
("shame",0.0),("sadness",0.0),("joy",0.0),("fear",0.0)]

 ==Twitt: RT @Lilwhizzy: #Everygirl is different and thats the more reason why the guys 
cheat.
==Kind: guilt
==Weights: [("guilt",5.9946897e-3),("anger",3.1866953e-3),("shame",1.4463884e-3),
("disgust",1.2125579e-3),("fear",5.8062153e-4),("sadness",4.411848e-4),("joy",1.7819792e-
4)]

Future work
Plans for future include both short and long term goals.
Short term:

– Improve classification by adding additional training sets, such as classified news 
headlines from Affective Text SemEval Task #14[8]

– Better GUI that will allow sort twits according to class and select level of report detail 
customizable per user

Long term:
– Implement trends  that illustrate changing of attitudes in time. This is one of the 

ultimate goals of SMMM project.
– Add to  NubFinder a tagging GUI that will allow users to tag twits according to 5 

classes and thus create "native Twitter" training sets. This should improve 
classification quality. To stimulate user for tagging work, provide barter – exchange N 
user tags for  K personal user trends to be monitored during M days for free.   

– For Twitter classify not only twit itself but twits with associated content linked to it - for 
twits with URLs inside.

– Integrate Facebook feed.
– Parallelize NubFinder computations in map/reduce framework. 



Current Implementation
You can run NubFinder demo here:
http://nubfinder.griddynamics.net/nubfinder/

Today NubFinder is a set of programming modules that can  run both as a console and web 
application.  Twitter messages are sequentially processed by a chain of modules. Tokenizer 
module itself is built as a composition of text processors. Tokeniztion tuning and 
customization is achieved by linking text processors in different chain configurations.  
In general NubFinder modules can be divided in several categories:

– Tools to build model data sets, model dictionaries and model vectors that include 
programs to create:

– Training set from ISEAR data.
– Model lexicon dictionary
– Model vectors 
– ModelInfo –  information about model vectors
– ModelTest – test classification quality of the model

– Tools to build auxiliary dictionaries required for classification of Twitter messages:
– Emoticons dictionary
– Shorthands dictionary
– Stopwords dictionary

– Tools to process Twitter messages that include programs to:
– Retrieve and parse search feed from Twitter
– Tokenize messages
– Build Twitter lexicon dictionary
– Vectorize  Twitter feed
– Classify Twitter feed
– Create report

– NubFinder WEB application. Processes user requests and starts a chain of 
tokenization and classification modules to run. Orchestrates all operations and displays 
reports in the browser.

NubFinder WEB application is built with GWT[9] toolkit. All other modules are implemented in 
Haskell[10]. 
More information about current implementation can be found at Social Media Marketing 
Management Wiki:
https://wiki.griddynamics.net/display/SMMM/Home

http://nubfinder.griddynamics.net/nubfinder/
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